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Anyonghaseyo, dear brothers and sisters!
Here again some inspiration, based on the words of True Father, Sun Jin Nim and Heung Jin Nim [in the
spiritual world]:
Sun Jin Nim: "If you are not perfect, it's OK, there is a growth period to all things. Just practice and study
with more sincerity; do not doubt yourself; do not doubt others; have faith in all, and you will get there."
[1]
We all are at different levels of heart and love. Important, however, is, to not be stuck to that level.
Important is to grow in heart and love fast to higher and higher levels all the time, and we can all do that:
Heung Jin Nim: "Brothers and sisters, don't be satisfied with the level that you are at. Please reach out
every day for a new level."[2]
How do we get to higher levels of love? By practicing such higher levels of love, which means by
practicing unconditional unchanging love and respect towards everyone we meet, without exception. This
way we grow in heart:

True Father: "Live for the sake of others. Invest yourself with true love and forget what you have
invested. Practice this and you will perfect yourself as the owner of love." [3]
We need to break down the barriers in our heart, rooting out self centered talk and thought. We have to
watch and analyze ourselves all the time, learning from mistakes along the way, thus avoiding them next
time. And we should not forget to ask True Father, Heung Jin Nim and Jesus for help on the path of
developing our heart. Gradually we need to see a positive difference in our heart:
True Father: "You must seek after true love. You have to make true love your own. You have to witness
the perfection of true love within your own life." [4]
Seeking after true love does not mean to try to receive love from others. It means to train ourselves
internally, so that we become more and more able to love the way God does. If we do that, we can see
ourselves growing in heart and love all the time. We become more and more like God, in terms of love:
True Father: "Your gradient of influence and power is based on how much you are growing. Ultimately
you will become like the original center, like a sun which generates energy rather than the moon which
reflects energy."[5]
By going this way our life becomes really exciting:
True Father: "As long as you are sure of yourself in loving God and mankind, then you will be totally
intoxicated in this way of life and in this love... Once you stand on that ground... you will have spiritual
strength and power that nothing under the sun can resist or obstruct. When your love and faith are that
real then life truly becomes intoxicating." [5]
Love from Bruno
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